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Abstrakt
Obsahem této práce je návrh metody porovnání webových stránek na základě vizuálních
rysů. Na začátku jsou popsány možné přístupy k porovnávání dokumentů s ohledem na
jejich použití. Dále jsou prezentovány přístupy porovnávání zaměřené na vizuální vzhled
dokumentů. Zde jsou nejdříve popsány metody pro porovnávání z vyrendrovaného obrázku
dokumentu a pak přístup pomocí zdrojového kódu. Tato práce je dále detailně zaměřena
na získání vizuální rysů ze zdrojového kódu dokumentu. Je zde popsán návrh nové metody
pro porovnávání dokumentů na základě vizuálních rysů, která využívá strukturální popis
dokumentu. Součástí je taky popis implementace aplikace a dosažené výsledky. V závěru
jsou informace o možném rozšíření navržené metody a dalším pokračování.
Abstract
The content of this thesis presents a design of the Web page comparison method that is
based on visual features. At the beginning, the possible ways of the document compari-
son with regard to their use are described. The approaches concerning visual document
comparison are presented in the next chapter. At first, the description is focused on the
rendered image of page and then to a source code approach. This document is also focused
on obtaining visual features from the source code. As a part of this thesis is a proposal of
new approach for a document comparison based on visual features that uses structural doc-
ument description. The proposal method is implemented in the application. One chapter
also shows the results. The conclusion contains information for a future work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This document is focused on the Web pages comparison based on visual features. The basic
idea is whether the Web pages are the same or different? Usually, there is no easy way to
make a clear binary decision. Web pages belong to a category where the question can be
asked but the answer has no evident unique definition. In this case, an alternative approach
with the linear dimension measures of similarity/dissimilarity between two Web pages is
used [7].
The HTML documents are designed for a structure visualisation of information contents.
The information has to be displayed in a way readable to humans. The HTML source code
is a mixture of semantic content, page structure and layout. All these factors have an impact
on the reader. In the following text HTML documents also cover XHTML documents.
Nowadays the WWW is a huge repository of information. The document similarity
detection is necessary for search engines, testing tools, documents wrappers, detection of
duplicated Web pages (phishing) and Web data mining. Redundant documents have to be
detected and filtered. For instance, the similarity detection can reduce storage requirements
and then the search for relevant information can be quicker.
The similarity detection has two basic approaches - visual and textual. Also, there is an
approach that mixes both. Naturally, each method has both advantages and disadvantages.
The textual approach is useful for textual based similarity where the visual features are not
interpreted. On the other hand the visual based similarity is mainly concerned with visual
representation. This kind of representation corresponds to a human visual perception and
it has a connection to spam or phishing detection.
It must be kept in mind that HTML documents can provide the same visual representa-
tion for the different HTML source codes. This document group belongs to semistructured
documents. XML is the best known representative. Semistructured documents have struc-
tural information that gives a lot of freedom in the structural diversity. The comparison of
documents cannot be based only on the source codes. The technique must be based on the
visual representation as well.
As was mentioned before, when we look at a Web page we are not aware of the underlying
HTML code. However we are able to detect a visual structure of a Web page. It gives a
first impulse for the research direction [1].
We can find many approaches based on the structural similarity detection. For in-
stance, one approach uses tree-editing method that computes the minimal editing costs for
transforming one document structure into the other [11]. This thesis discusses some of the
similarity algorithms.
The proposed approach is inspired by algorithms that are presented in this thesis.
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The rest of this thesis has the following structure. Chapter 2 gives an introduction
to the possible ways of the document comparison. The majority part of this chapter is
concerned to the document comparison based on visual features. There is presented an
actual research and the overview of used techniques.
The proposed method of the document comparison based on visual features is explained
in Chapter 3. The sections of this chapter follow the logical parts of the proposed approach.
Chapter 4 describes the details of implementation and gives a program description.
The results of experimental evaluation are presented in Chapter 5. It includes an ex-
perimental environment and the interpretation of results.
And finally Chapter 6 gives a summary and suggestion for a future work.
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Chapter 2
Possible Ways of Document
Comparison
Currently, three types of features in the Web page context can be found that are usable for
document comparison. These features are semantic, relational and visual.
The page semantic features represent the topics and information it contains. These
data are usually obtained by source code analysis.
The relational features are concerned with Web structure mining and ranking pages.
Finally, the visual features are based on the visual document representation. These
comparison features are already used in the existing systems [17].
Generally the comparison method is specifically selected for a purpose.
The visual approach is used in such cases when the visual features are more important
than textual information. It is used in phishing cases where users become the victims of
scams. They can lose personal data, money, etc.
The textual approach is useful in cases where the textual information is more important
than visual one. Web search engines are the main area of that. Nowadays problem of WWW
are a quantity of document and searching information. Thus this approach is useful for the
reduction of similar information [2]. It is a problem for popular program documentations,
RFC documents, legal documents, etc.
2.1 Semantic Features Comparison
This kind of comparison can be used for almost all types of documents. This method is
able to detect a similarity of the Web pages and also the Web pages that may be part of
the basis for comparison. This method uses a comparison based on the source code.
This method sketches the Web page. The sketching starts with document canonization.
It removes all formatting HTML tags and converts all words to lowercase. Afterwards the
Web page is split to shingles with a specific size. Finally each shingle has an own fingerprint.
The next phase produces a list of all shingles and document identification. It is sorted
on the basis of shingle value. Sketch is a list of <shingle value, document id> pairs. The
following phase provides a list of documents and shingle values that are similar and they
can share [2].
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2.2 Relational Features Comparison
This method is based on document clustering. The document is represented by content
information and the hyperlink structure of the Web page collection. This creates a set of
semantic units.
The relational approach for Web document clustering can be divided into three cate-
gories. There are Partitional, Hierarchical and Model based types.
The partitional clustering approach splits the dataset into separate clusters. Separating
is based on the measure of dissimilarity/similarity. K-Means is the most frequently used
algorithm for this kind of clustering.
The hierarchical clustering approach tries to get a hierarchical structure of the docu-
ment. The approach uses an iterative process that merges small clusters into larger ones
(agglomerative algorithm) or large clusters into smaller ones (divisitive algorithm).
The model-based approach tries to learn the generative models from documents. This
method assumes that the documents referring to a given topic are characterized by Gaussian
distributions.
Generally, two documents can be related if they have the same author, topic, Web
domain or there exists a relationship representation by hyperlinks. More information is
in [8].
2.3 Visual Features Comparison
Visual similarity is mainly based on visual features. Basically, there are two different ways
to get these features and learn document similarity.
The first one is purely graphical. This approach does not use any source code informa-
tion from the images. In this case, there are already used known graphical methods. More
information is in Chapter 2.3.1.
Another one uses the source code to obtain an image visual description [10]. Due to
the source code approach it can be called as a DOM approach. This type of comparison is
extensively studied in Chapter 2.3.2.
2.3.1 Comparison Based on the Page Images
Web Page Layout Analysis The layout analysis is based on [17]. This analysis tries
to segment a rendered image of the whole Web page. These segments are called regions.
Each region is labeled as text, image or mixture. The core of this approach is a region edge
detection.
The following points describe the steps of this analysis like in [17].
1. Converts color image (from RBG to YCbCr)
2. Obtains an edge image from Y image
3. Obtains an initial region set S1 by connecting neighboring edges
4. Obtains the second region set S2 by Merging small regions in S1 assuming those are
character regions
5. Labels each region in S2 as either text or image
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6. Merges neighboring regions in S2. If the regions merged have different content types,
the resulting region has the label
”
mixture“.
The region type is based on edge distribution in the image. If the edges are in horizontal
direction the region is labelled as
”
text“. In the other case it must be an
”
image“ region.
The visual similarity calculation is based on the results of the Page layout analysis.
The set of regions is translated into graph. The comparison of graphs is done by a graph
matching algorithm. This algorithm tries to find the mapping of nodes and edges with a
minimum number of matching errors.
Visual Similarity Assessment Based on EMD This method is used for the Web page
phishing detection where Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) calculates the similarity of Web
pages.
At the beginning every page has to be rendered as a normalized image. Then the
image signatures are represented with features. These features are composed of dominant
colour category and its corresponding centroid coordinate. These are necessary for the
visual similarity calculation of two Web pages. Basically EMD only evaluates the distance
between two sets of signatures.
The EMD method comes from the transportation problem. The problem is to find the
minimal cost that must be paid to transform one distribution into the other. Suppose that
several suppliers, each with a given amount of goods, have to supply to several customers,
and each has a limited capacity. Also each supplier-customer pair has the cost of transport-
ing per one unit. Thus the transportation problem is solved when the transport of goods
from suppliers to customers takes the minimum amount of work [13].
The procedure of calculation follows the [10] explanation.
A signature of the image is a set of features that corresponds to weights (w). Suppose
m suppliers with a weight representation. Supplier set P is:
S = {(s1, ws1), (s2, ws2), ..., (sm, wsm)}. (2.3.1)
There is n customers where each of them has a weight indication that he needs. Cus-
tomer set C is:
C = {(c1, wc1), (c2, wc2), ..., (cm, wcm)}. (2.3.2)
The distances of transport are in a distance matrix D.
D = [dij ],where 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. (2.3.3)
The task is to find a matrix F that contains amount of product to be moved from one
supplier to a customer.
F = [fij ],where 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n. (2.3.4)
The total transportation cost is represented as:
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
fij · dij . (2.3.5)
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The calculation of F is subject to the following constraints:
fij ≥ 0 where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n
n∑
j=1
fij ≤ wsi where 1 ≤ i ≤ m
m∑
i=1
fij ≤ wcj where 1 ≤ j ≤ n
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
fij = Min
(
m∑
i=1
wpi,
m∑
i=1
wpi
) (2.3.6)
The calculation is a Linear Programming problem. Finally EMD is calculated as:
EMD(S,C,D) =
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
(fij · dij)
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
fij
(2.3.7)
2.3.2 Comparison Based on the Document Source Codes
This method has three basic aspects that are applicable to visual document description.
These aspects are Block-level Similarity, Layout Similarity and Overall Style Similarity.
The aspects are the bases of document comparison based on visual features. The following
text will describe all of them to explain the correct meaning. The text is based on [12].
Block-Level Similarity The block-level similarity is defined as the weighted average of
the visual similarities of all matched block pairs between two Web pages. At the beginning,
each content block has to be categorized as either text or image. Each of this type extracts
the specific features from the original block.
For instance, the text-blocks extract information like Block content, Block colour, Block
boundary, Block font, Block text and Block navigation.
Also the image-blocks have special feature types like Block content, Block colour, Block
size, Block source and Block navigation.
Two blocks’ total similarity is a weighted sum of all individual feature similarities. The
weight of feature is of importance for total similarity. The weights are assigned empirically.
The possible feature values can be enumerative (for example, font family, etc.) or continuous
(for example, font size, colour, etc.).
Two blocks are considered to match if the similarity value is over the given threshold.
When all similarity values are obtained for all possible matching block pairs then the
matching schema must be found between the two pages’ blocks. The matching blocks are
searching within the one by one list of weights in descending order by weight. Therefore
block level similarity between the true and suspicious pages is the weighted average of the
visual similarities and all matched block pairs between the pages.
Layout Similarity At the beginning the layout similarity method tries to find several
blocks with identical content. Afterwards a neighborhood relationship model is used which
matches other blocks according to the spatial relations of all existing blocks. Two blocks
are matched if they have high visual similarity and the same position constraints (layout
relationship). Binary values are used for block similarities. Number one represents the
matched blocks and zero is for unmatched blocks. Finally, layout similarity is calculated
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similarly to the ratio between the weighted number of matched blocks and the number of
total blocks in the true Web page.
Overall Style Similarity The overall style is an important feature because it gives a
complex view of the whole page. This kind of similarity has a connection to the human
visual perception. The problem with this is that users ignore the differences in detail
(textual or graphical) and they can become victims of phishing. If the style of two pages
are too similar, most people have problems with deciding which page is genuine and which
is the phishing one.
For example, the visual styles of Web pages’ are represented by the following types of
features - Page content, Page colour, Block boundary, Page font and Page text. Overall
style similarity between two pages is defined as a correlation coefficient (range of [0,1]) of
the pages’ histograms of the style feature values. The weights of blocks with equal discrete
feature values are accumulated and used as the feature’s distribution value [12].
2.3.3 Modelling of Visual Features
This chapter is based on the modelling that is proposed in [4, 12]. Also, the data structures
follow these sources. The proposal model has an approach that works with a document
source code. The approach tries to obtain all visual features that are necessary for a visual
document reconstruction. The aim is to get the new model correspond to the old one
without any difference. Naturally, there are some requirements for that description. The
model has to describe the overall style of the page and the parts of the page, text visual
features and also the plain texts.
The basic element of this modelling is VisualArea. It can be presented like Container,
TextArea, ImageArea or RootElement. Container is an element that contains a list of Visu-
alAreas, TextArea contains textual information, ImageArea owns an image and RootEle-
ment has global information about the whole document. The final document description
has a tree structure of VisualArea elements.
The VisualArea block has to have information like area width, area height, area position
and the type of the area. There is also a pointer to a parent area.
interface VisualArea {
readonly attribute unsigned short areaType;
readonly attribute VisualArea parentArea;
readonly attribute unsigned long top;
readonly attribute unsigned long left;
readonly attribute unsigned long width;
readonly attribute unsigned long height;
readonly attribute string backgroundColor;
readonly attribute unsigned long borderStyle;
readonly attribute unsigned long borderWeight;
readonly attribute unsigned long borderSize;
};
Container contains all information from a VisualArea block and a list of subareas.
interface ContainerArea : VisualArea {
attribute VisualAreaList childAreas;
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};
interface VisualAreaList {
VisualArea item(in unsigned long index);
readonly attribute unsigned long length;
};
TextArea represents the textual elements with visual features. The basic element is
TextElement. The range of visual features used in TextElement is similar to the attributes
used in CSS files.
interface TextArea : VisualArea {
attribute TextElementList textElements;
};
interface TextElementList {
TextElement item(in unsigned long index);
readonly attribute unsigned long length;
};
interface TextElement {
attribute string text;
attribute string fontFamily;
attribute string fontSize;
attribute string fontWeight;
attribute string fontStyle;
attribute string fontVariant;
attribute string textDecoration;
attribute string color;
};
ImageArea represents the attributes that could be useful for image representation.
interface ImageArea : VisualArea {
attribute string alt;
attribute string dominantColor;
attribute string imageWidth;
attribute string imageHeight;
attribute string imageOriginalWidth;
attribute string imageOriginalHeight;
attribute string imageType;
attribute string fileSize;
attribute string src;
attribute string href;
};
Finally RootElement has the same attributes like the Container area. There is only one
new attribute representing the document title.
interface RootElement : ContainerVisualArea {
attribute string title;
};
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2.3.4 Extraction of the structural information
The Web page is a sequence of HTML tags. The set of these tags is quite huge. Some tags
are similar and interchangeable. These tags usually have the same visual appearance with
a small attribute difference. The Web page can be represented in many ways of source code
that will produce the same visual appearance. Thus this HTML representation should be
transformed to the universal model representation with no duplicities. Then this model
covers all possible ways of HTML representation. The document appearance should be
represented by a new finite set of symbols. In order to demonstrate the some methods we
will use example from Figure 2.1.
<document>
<faculty university="Brno University of Technology">
<name>Faculty of Information Technology</name>
<address type="contact">
<street>Bozetechova</street>
<city>Brno</city>
<psc>68601</psc>
</address>
</fatulty>
</document>
Figure 2.1: Example XML document
The current research of document comparison based on visual features is concerned to
document structural information. Due to this information we get the major segments of
document. The structural description gives the first and important information about the
visual description.
In the following paragraphs we will talk about ways of the structural information ex-
traction. In general, the structural document representation can be created by either visual
based method or source code based method. More information about the first method can
be found in the first paragraph (VIPS ). The other paragraphs describe the methods based
on source codes [1, 11, 14].
In some cases of source code method there is necessary to perform a preprocessing
phase that uses a tree compression. Of course, the compression expects specific rules.
Some information is available in the last paragraph of this section (Tree Compression).
VIPS Processing. The following text is based on [6]. The problem with the appearance
of the Web page is that the same Web page representation can be done with different
source codes. For this reason, source codes have to be restructured to a universal source
code structure that will only contain the necessary elements. The aim is to have a structure
that corresponds to human visual perception. This can be done by VIPS algorithm (Vision-
based Page Segmentation). It tries to segment a page at semantic level where each block
has a corresponding one in the original page.
This structural model can be called visual-based content structure. The basic element
of the new document structure is a leaf node. Each node is a layout block. Generally, it
can be a basic object or a group of objects. The aim is to produce as simple visual-based
content structures as possible.
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Figure 2.2: Restructuring process (Source [6])
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-16"?>
<document annotated="1258988484388" base="http://aktualne.cz/clanek.phtml?id=653776">
<area background="" fontsize="12.0" fontstyle="0.0" fontweight="100.0" gridh="0" gridw="0"
gx1="0" gx2="-1" gy1="0" gy2="-1" id="x0" x1="0" x2="1387" y1="0" y2="4476">
<area background="#fafafa" fontsize="12.0" fontstyle="0.0" fontweight="100.0" gridh="9"
gridw="2" gx1="1" gx2="2" gy1="1" gy2="9" id="x1" x1="1" x2="1200" y1="31" y2="4476">
<area background="#ffffff" fontsize="0.0" fontstyle="0.0" fontweight="0.0" gridh="7"
gridw="2" gx1="1" gx2="2" gy1="0" gy2="6" id="x2" x1="100" x2="1101" y1="31" y2="4476">
<area background="" fontsize="20.0" fontstyle="0.0" fontweight="100.0" gridh="1"
gridw="13" gx1="1" gx2="13" gy1="1" gy2="1" id="x3" x1="0" x2="24" y1="0" y2="56">
<box color="#252d82" decoration="none" fontfamily="Arial" fontsize="9"
fontvariant="normal" fontweight="0.0" x1="0" x2="24" y1="0" y2="56">Aktualně.cz</box>
</area>
...
</document>
Figure 2.3: The output XML representation of CSSBox [3]
Structuring with the visual feature dependence is complex, therefore the sequence of
steps from Figure 2.2 should be followed.
• Visual block extraction
• Visual separator detection
• Content structure construction
VIPS method is also used in the CSSBox tool that tries to translate the HTML pages
[3]. The original Web page is translated into the specific XML representation after VIPS
processing. There are just two types of the basic elements. Blocks are represented by
BOX elements and the element AREA represents text parts. Each of these elements has
an additional style information. There are attributes like font size, background color, etc.
Tags. This is the simplest method. The name of method says that the method is con-
cerned just to tags. It does not use text areas. Basically, it removes all text nodes and
attribute values. The result contains tag names and the names of attributes.
For example, the outcome document is in Figure 2.4.
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<document>
<faculty university>
<name></name>
<address type>
<street></street>
<city></city>
<psc></psc>
</address>
</fatulty>
</document>
Figure 2.4: Result of Tags method
Pairwise. It is similar to Tags. Each text content(block) is removed. It keeps just
structural information (nodes and attributes). Each node name contains a prefix that is
the name of parent node.
document documentfacultyuniversity facultyname facultyaddresstype streetaddress streetcity streetpsc
Figure 2.5: Result of Pairwise method
Full Path. Full Path is similar to Pairwise but it adds more information. Each node
name contains the prefix of the path (from the root to the current leaf).
document
documentfacultyuniversity
documentfacultyname
documentfacultyaddresstype
documentfacultystreetaddress
documentfacultystreetcity
documentfacultystreetpsc
Figure 2.6: Result of Full Path method
Suffix Array. The idea comes from Full Path. Each leaf has to have a definition of path
to root node. Afterwards all paths are concatenated to one string where some deliminator
has to separate them. Finally there is created a suffix array database SD [14]. This SD
contains the possible suffix elements that can be created from the concatenated string. The
algorithm is in Figure 2.7.
Tree Compression. Due to a huge structure of many HTML documents there is sug-
gested some code reduction(compression). It can help with the processing speed for a future
work.
In the context of tree document representation we can speak about horizontal and verti-
cal compression. The horizontal compression (hrz) packs together the terms that represent
repetitive structures. Vertical compression (vrt) shrinks the tags that does not have any
influence to the visual result.
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d - a - c # d - a - e
(3)  a - c # d - a - e
(9)   a - e
(5)   c # d - a - e
(1)   d - a - c # d - a - e
(7)   d - a - e
(11) e
3    9    5    1    7   11
Paths Set
Sorted Suffixes
Suffix Array
Figure 2.7: Suffix Array Algorithm (Source [14])
Both compressions have to follow specific rules that define the compression conditions.
The conditions depend on the used set of tags. More information is presented in [1].
2.3.5 Document Similarity
The document comparison also has many different methods. Many of them are using
structural description that was introduced in previous Chapter 2.3.4. In the following text
we introduce some ways that can be interesting or inspiring for a future work.
Ziv-Lempel Encoding. It is family of encoders based on detection of string repetitions.
This family contains the well known compress format Gzip. These algorithms build a dictio-
nary of substrings that have already appeared in the previous encoded part of document.
The dictionary is used for a document encoding (decoding). Ziv-Lempel encoder stores
distances and lengths.
Distance is a reference to the starting position of the referenced substring. Length
contains the length of the substring. The algorithm tries to find the longest substring that
matches a string starting at the current symbol. Symbol is the last parameter that is stored
with a distance and length. It is the first symbol that does not match to the previously
encoded substring.
Finally the dictionary stores triplets < distance, length, symbol >. The example of
Ziv-lempel see in Figure 2.8.
In general, the file compression can be done in linear time using suffix trees. It is an
index structure for finding the location of the longest matching substring. Also the simi-
larity of two documents can be done in linear time. The similarity measure is based on the
following idea. The compression must be done on the concatenation of documents because
of the second document can fall back on substrings of the first document. Thus the differ-
ence between the compression rate of one document and the compression of concatenated
documents show the level of similarity. The minimal difference between the compression
rates show the high document similarity. More information can be found in [11].
Ziv-Merchav Crossparsing. This algorithm tries to find the longest prefix that matches
a string in the other document. This can be done in linear time if there is used a suffix tree
method. It does not do any compression like the previous method but parses the document
x with respect to document y.
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A A B A B B C C C C Dinput:_________________________
<0,0,A>
   <1,1,B>
         <2,2,B>
                  <0,0,C>
                     <1,3,D>
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
output:
Figure 2.8: Ziv-Lempel encoding (Source [11])
Let c(x|y) is a number of phrases when parsing document x with respect to document
y.
For example, document x = abbbbaaabba and document y = baababaabba. Thus c(x|y) =
3 because we can find three phrases in document y when we are parsing the document x.
The phrases are abb, bba, and aabba.
The similarity measure between two documents is
sm =
c(x|y)− 1 + c(y|x)− 1
2
(2.3.8)
The formula contains a crossparsing in both ways. We count the number of times that
we have to reapply finding the longest prefix.
The main difference between gzip compression and crossparsing is in the different gran-
ularity. The compression algorithm identifies characters as the smallest entities in a docu-
ment. Crossparsing algorithm has tag names as the smallest entities. Thus it is better for
a document representation because we are interested in matching sequences of tags.
More details can be found in [11].
Tree Edit Distance Similarity. This algorithm has a foundation in the string compar-
ison. String similarity is measured by number of minimum editing distances.
It is the most commonly used distance measure on the tree-structured data. However
tree edit distance computing can be very expensive.
In general, Tree edit distance algorithm tries to find the minimum number of node
insertions, deletions and updates that convert one tree into another.
There are many variants of this algorithm. Everyone has a different set of operations
that are allowed.
So we can find operation like insert tree that inserts a new subtree into a tree. Also
there can be operations that help with searching in a tree.
TED(Di, Dj) =
editDistance(Di, Dj)
max(|Ni|, |Nj |) (2.3.9)
where Ni is a set of nodes in document tree representation Di [5].
The various implementations have different operation rates. Mostly tree operations
have a different levels of complexity. However we can find approaches where operations
have the same value just for simplicity.
Discrete Fourier Transformation. The following paragraph is based on source [11].
Discrete Fourier Transformation has definitely different approach. Features of structural
information are described by numerical encoding and values are shown as a time series [11].
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Af first we have to strip all information from the document to get a skeleton. It repre-
sents the document structure that is converted into a sequence of numbers. Afterwards the
sequence of numbers is viewed as time series. Document distance is computed by taking
the difference of the magnitudes of two signals. The encoding of a document structure uses
a unique (sequential) positive integer for each start tag in the document, and the negative
of the number for corresponding end tags. Of course, the tag number mapping must be the
same for each document of the comparison process [5].
Tag Encoding. This encoding maps individual tags to real numbers. There are two
different levels of encoding. First one is encoding of tags (elements) and second one is
encoding of document’s substructures (attributes). The encoding can be direct, pairwise
and nested. It depends on context that is considered. Direct encoding maps each tag to a
real number. Pairwise maps each pair of tag – parent tag to a real number. And the last
nested encoding maps a path to real number where path is from the root to the specific
element.
Document Encoding associates a document with time series. There is a function enc
that maps document to a sequence of real numbers. This type of encoding has no struc-
tural information loss. The equality enc(D1) = enc(D2) implies the same sequence of tag
instances and no structural loss. In [9] there is distinguished a trivial, linear and multi-
level encoding. Trivial encoding is defined as a sequence of tags t1, t2, ..., tn mapped to the
sequence of tag encodings:
enc(D) = γ(t1), γ(t2), ..., γ(tn)
Linear encoding is based on idea that each item in linear series is a linear combination
of all tag encodings from start of the document to the specific element.
enc(D) = γ(t1), γ(t1) + γ(t2), ...,
∑
k≤n
γ(tk)
And multi-level encoding is the most complicated variant because the current tag en-
coding is a combination of current tag and all of its ancestors in the document.
enc(D) = S1, S2, ..., Sn
Si = γ(ti) ·Bmaxdepth−depth(ti) +
∑
tj∈anc(ti)
γ(tj) ·Bmaxdepth−depth(ti)
Maxdepth is the maximum depth for any document in the document collection. B
denotes a fix value(greater or equal to the number of distinct symbols encoded by γ). And
anc(ti) is a set of nodes (elements) on the path from the root to ti.
Finally, document similarity is calculated by Discrete Fourier transformation as
dist(D1, D2) =
 M2∑
k=1
(
|[DF˜T (enc(D1))](k)| − |[DF˜T (enc(D2))](k)|
)2 12
where DF˜T is an interpolation of DFT to the frequencies appearing in D1 and D2. M is
a total number of points appearing in the interpolation (M = |tags(D1)|+ |tags(D2)|). The
algorithm complexity is O(NlogN) where N = max(|D1|, |D2|) . Information are mainly
from [9, 11].
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Path Shingles. The technique is based on the method introduced by Broder in [2]. The
method reduces the set of words, or tokens, in document into a list of hashes. These hashes
can be directly compared with another document by set of difference, union and intersection.
The subset of shingles can be called sketch where sketches are a random sample of text in
the page. Random mapping is constant across all pages and the results are sorted. The
samples are directly comparable across different pages. The overlap between samples shows
the overlap between entire pages. The point of Path Shingles is to adopt this technique to
the document structure [5].
Path is defined as a list of nodes from the root node to any node of document. Path
similarity can be measured many in ways (binary, partial, weighted).
Partial similarity measures are expensive to compute because there are n! possible map-
pings between the paths of two trees. Binary matching is much cheaper. Each unique path
from one document can be match with its equivalent path from the second document [11, 5].
A shingle is a contiguous subsequence of tokens taken from a document. The similarity
between documents Di and Dj is defined as
sim(Di, Dj) =
S(Di, w) ∩ S(Dj , w)
S(Di, w) ∪ S(Dj , w) (2.3.10)
where S(Di, w) is the set of all shingles of length w for document Di.
A distance metric can be learnt as:
dist(Di, Dj) = 1− sim(Di, Dj) (2.3.11)
Containment of document Di in Dj is defined as
c(Di, Dj) =
S(Di, w) ∩ S(Dj , w)
S(Di, w)
(2.3.12)
Tag similarity. It is the simplest method of the structural similarity. It measures the
set level of tags similarity between two pages. The tag sets of the two documents can be
compared by their overlap.
Ti is a set of tags contained in the page Di, and also Tj is set of tags contained in page
Dj . Tag similarity of two pages is an intersection of the set of tags from Ti and Tj over the
union.
There is a problem, the pages with the same schema, such as HTML, have a limited
number of different tags. One page can contain a large number of particular tag, while the
comparison one may contain just a few of them.
The possible solution is a weighted similarity measure. Let tik is a member of Ti, and
wik is the number of times tag tik appears in document Di. Also, tjk is a member of Tj
and vjk is the number of times tag tjk appears in document Dj .
Weighted Tag Similarity (WTS) is presented as
WTS(Di, Dj) =
n∑
k=1
2.min(wik, vjk)
n∑
k=1
(wik + vjk)
(2.3.13)
where n denotes the number of tags that occur in document Di and Dj . This part was
based on [5].
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Chapter 3
Proposal of Document Similarity
Measure
In this work we propose a method of comparison that is concerned to structural document
representation. This approach can be useful for a future work because it allows an expansion
of additional information for the document comparison.
HTML documents belong to group of documents where the set of possible tags (ele-
ments) is huge for a simple fast processing. Thus, at the beginning we can simplify the
source code by non-visual elements. It means we can remove tags like head, script, etc.
These tags and their content do not have any visual influence. And it simplifies the source
code.
Also there are tags with the similar meaning and visual appearance. However we have
several possibilities how to solve this problem.
One of them may be a set of rules defining tag to tag exchange for tags that are inter-
changeable. Of course, the visual appearance has to stay without any change. The main
problem of this approach is that there are too many options for every tag of the HTML
set. Another problem is that the document object model (DOM) could have the same or
higher size than before the tag exchange. Thus the document size (number of nodes) is a
computation problem for a further document processing.
The second method has the following idea. In order to simplify a document we can
define some rules that will compress the input document. However it is still hard at the
default set of tags. We have to keep in mind the properties that are necessary for a visual
document definition. We learnt that the tags can be splitted into groups that represent
same visual features. Tags from the same group will have the same DOM representation
after translation process. Due to translation we get really small set of used tags. Then new
document representation creates a new abstract view to the previous representation. Thus
we can see other dependences that were hidden behind the complex HTML model. The
important thing is that new model still holds the structural information. The translation
idea follows [1]. Detail information can be found in Chapter 3.1.
The compression is a next phase after translation. Translation discovers the redundant
data in the three representation. And the aim of compression is a reduction of document
size. Also it minimizes a time complexity of the used comparison method. Document
object model (DOM) allows using two types of compression. The first one is horizontal
compression and the other one is vertical.
The horizontal compression joins nodes which represent the repetitive structures. This
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information is stored in a special attribute. In some cases, it can be useful to know the
number of compressed nodes.
Also there is a vertical compression. The vertical compression does not store any com-
press information because it is done with no visual influence to results.
The compression rules are very important part of the compression algorithm. Wrong
specification brings mistakes into the output schema where can be lost the important struc-
tural information. The algorithm of compression is presented in Chapter 3.2.
The compression also has a connection to empty tags deleting. Some parts of the DOM
model may have empty parts (without any text nodes) that are redundant data in our
approach. Thus these empty nodes are removed.
The last and the most important phase of the proposal approach is a document com-
parison. There are many ways how to compare two documents. Some methods have been
introduced in 2.3.5. The document structural similarity is based on the structural repre-
sentation. The ways of the structural representation are published in Chapter 2.3.4. It is
an interesting issue because it has a connection to the level of comparison accuracy.
Our approach uses Full Path description. Thus the document structural information is
described by paths from the leaf node to root. In the comparison process these paths are
called source for first document and query for the second one. Every path from the source
set of paths is compared with all paths from the query set of paths. There is searched
the maximal matching score of two paths. If the value of the maximal matching score is
bigger than comparison threshold, the path is removed from the source set. The comparison
method has O(k ∗n2) complexity, where n is a number of paths and k is a number of nodes
in the path. Due to compression the comparison works under minimal number of paths
with the minimal length of paths.
The level of similarity is a number in the range from zero to one where zero denotes no
similarity and one denotes a hundred percent similarity. This level is a ratio of matched
paths number to maximal number of paths from source and query document structure.
Detail information is presented in Chapter 3.3.
3.1 Translation
The basic idea is a transformation of one representation to the other one that is more
usable for post processing. However the translation rules have to reflect the visual appear-
ance. Translated document representation has to have a visual equivalent in the source
representation. Thus visual appearance has to be preserved.
Further post processing is another reason for translation. HTML is a huge set of tags
which are difficult for another work.
The tag classification follows source [1]. Table 3.1 shows the group of HTML tags and
the new corresponding tag translation. Tag group describes elements (tags) that groups the
other elements, col is an element that divides elements into columns and row is an element
that splits elements into rows. Finally, the element text denotes text data and tags with no
visual influence.
Let ΣV = {group, row, col, text} denotes the universal alphabet that can be easily used
for the next processing. It is some kind of abstraction because this representation is only
concerned to main visual features.
It is clear to translate the Web pages into terms of the term algebra τ(ΣV).
Let f(t1, ..., tn) ∈ τ(T ext ∪ T ag) be a Web page. Then translation function is defined
as:
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trn :: τ(T ext ∪ T ag)→ τ(ΣV) (3.1.1)
trn(f(t1, ..., tn)) =
{
α(f) n = 0
α(f)(trn(t1), ..., trn(tn)) otherwise
(3.1.2)
where α :: (T ext∪T ag)→ ΣV replace a concrete HTML tag by the corresponding visual
class according to classification given in Table 3.1.
It does not cover deeper meaning. The future work can be focused on expansion of this
translation set.
Visual(class) tag HTML tags
group table, ul, html,body,tbody,div,p
row tr, li, h1, h2, hr
col td
text otherwise
Table 3.1: Classification of HTML tags (Source: [1])
The example of translation is available in Figure 3.1. Part a) contains the source code.
Part b) shows the translated version. And the last part c) contains a string representation
of document. On the translated example we can see redundant data that can be removed
or stored in another way.
a) b)
<html> <group>
<body> <group>
<ul> <group>
<li><a href="#">First</a></li> <row><text>First</text></row>
<li><a href="#">Second</a></li> <row><text>Second</text></row>
<li><a href="#">Third</a></li> <row><text>Third</text></row>
</ul> </group>
</body> </group>
</html> </group>
c)
trn(page) = group(group(group(row(text(#text)),
row(text(#text)),
row(text(#text)))
)
)
Figure 3.1: Example of translation – a) Source code, b) Translated code, c) Document
string representation
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3.2 Compression
This part and also the next compression methods are based on the [1]. Compression phase
is launched after Translation phase. Source code reduction is the main aim because it
helps to decrease a computation complexity. The output of compression part is an abstract
document representation. Document abstraction is a way how to compare documents with
no pressure to details of structural information.
In this section we present two compression functions. These functions dramatically
reduce a Web page size. There are horizontal and vertical compression. Horizontal com-
pression (hrz) packs parts of the document that represents repetitive structures. On the
other hand Vertical compression (vrt) shrinks tags in the parent-child relation if it does
not have a visual influence.
A notion marked term belongs to compression. It avoids information losing during a
Web page compression. In Figure 3.2 we can see the default representation in a and the
marked terms in b. Each node has an additional information about the number of times
that the term t is duplicated. Terms of the marked term algebra have the following nota-
tion: τ ([N]ΣV) where N represents the number of occurrence. For example [2]row([1]text)
indicates that row([1]text) appears twice.
In our model representation we are using amulti attribute for each node. It denotes the
number of times that the node is duplicated.
group
row
text
row
text
col
text
[1]group
[1]row
[1]text
[1]row
[1]text
[1]col
[1]text
a) b)
Figure 3.2: Example of marked terms
Generally two marked terms are equal if the unmarked terms are equal.
[r1]f ≡ΣV [r2]g if f ≡ g
Also the equality between two marked trees is defined similarly:
t ≡ΣV s if f ≡ΣV g and ti ≡ΣV vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n
where t = f(t1, ..., tn), s = g(v1, ..., vn) ∈ τ([N]ΣV) are two marked trees.
In the following text we introduce the compression algorithms that are used in our
implementation. The compression algorithms work from top to down (from the root node
to leafs).
3.2.1 Horizontal Compression
It is normal in practice that some parts of Web page are repeated in the document structure.
Also common use of repetitive structures is when we represent some kind of list. It is a
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case of ecommerce that produce a list of products. The list of products can be substituted
for one product with the additional information about the packing process.
The compression of repetitive structures speeds up the future work with the document.
Figure 3.3 shows the way of compression that is done on the leaf level.
group
texttext
row
texttexttexttexttext
row
a)
[2]text
row
[7]text
row
group
b)
Figure 3.3: Example of Horizontal compression on the leaf level
[7]text
[1]row
a) b) c)
[1]group
[4]text
[2]row
[1]group
[7]text
[2]row
[1]group
Figure 3.4: The alternatives of Horizontal compression
When we are packing some subterms without losing structural information, we can
distinguish the following alternatives:
• Sum number of subterms. It does not preserve the original number of nodes. See
Figure 3.4(a) as an output of compression for Figure 3.3(a). In the original structure
there are seven text nodes but the output structure of this approach stores fourteen
(two rows where each has seven nodes).
• Sum only the number of leafs. This type of compression does not reflect the original
structure of page. We are losing an information that is in the tree structure. There
is only stored the right number of leafs. The output is in Figure 3.4(b) where the
original structure is Figure 3.3(a). We can see that there is lost information about
the number of rows.
• Sum the number of roots and approximate number of leafs. This type of compression
is the most similar to the original representation. It respects the overall structure and
the approximate number of nodes. The output see in Figure 3.4(c) where the input
is from Figure 3.3(a) as usual.
At first we define the function join that joins t and s (t ≡ΣV s), where t = [r1]f(t1, ..., tn),
s = [r2]f(v1, ..., vn) ∈ τ([N]ΣV). Formal definition is:
join :: τ([N]ΣV)× τ([N]ΣV)→ τ([N]ΣV) (3.2.1)
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join(t, s) = ĵoin(t, s, 1, 1, 1) (3.2.2)
and the auxiliary function ĵoin is defined as:
ĵoin :: τ([N]ΣV)× τ([N]ΣV)× N× N× N→ τ([N]ΣV) (3.2.3)
ĵoin(t, s, k1, k2, p) =

[m]f n = 0
[m] f(ĵoin(t1, v1, r1, r2,m), ...,
ĵoin(tn, vn, r1, r2,m)) n > 0
(3.2.4)
where m = d(r1 ∗ k1 + r2 ∗ k2)/pe
The mark m of the current node is computed from the new and old values of its father.
Let see the example in Figure 3.5. The input terms are a and b. The result is c. The
number of rows is computed as m = d(1 ∗ 2 + 5 ∗ 6)/6e.
[2]row [4]col
[1]group
a)
[6]row [6]col
[5]group
b)
[6]row [6]col
[6]group
c)
Figure 3.5: Example of join terms
Finally we can define Horizontal compression function (hrz). Let t = f(t1, ...tn) ∈
τ([N]ΣV) be a term (Web page). Then hrz is defined as:
hrz :: τ([N]ΣV)→ τ([N]ΣV) (3.2.5)
hrz(t) =

t n = 0
hrz(f(t1, ..., ti−1, s, tj+1, ..., tn)) ((1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n) and
where s = join(ti, ..., tj) (ti ≡ΣV ti+1...tj−1 ≡ΣV tj))
f(hrz(t1), ..., hrz(tn)) otherwise
(3.2.6)
3.2.2 Vertical Compression
The aim of vertical compression is a reduction of redundant data that does have any struc-
tural and visual influence. Generally it is focused on terms (elements) that have one child
element and the parent-child relation belongs to the same group of visual tags that were in-
troduced in the Translation chapter 3.1. The following example shows one of many reasons
of the vertical compression.
<b><i>This is a content</i></b>
In order to define a vertical compression we have to define notions like safe vertical
compression and shrinking.
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Safe Vertical Compression. It is a list of conditions that have to be passed for a vertical
compression. Let t = [r]f([r1]t1, ..., [rn]tn) ∈ τ([NΣV]) be a term and group, text ∈ ΣV. The
conditions are:
r = 1 (number of repetition) (1)
n = 1 (number of children) (2)
¬(f ≡ group ∧ root(t1) 6≡ group) (preserve the page structure) (3)
root(t1) 6≡ text (preserve the information in page) (4)
The first condition does not allow any repetition. Number of children has to be equal
to one in the second condition. The third condition notes that grouping of group has
a particular higher status than other elements. And the last condition allows keeping
information of the term. And root(t1) denotes the function symbol occurring at the top
position of t1.
Shrinking. It expects that Save vertical compression rules are fulfilled. At first let t =
[r]f([m]g(t1, ..., tn)) ∈ τ([N]ΣV) then the shrinking of t is defined as:
shr :: τ([N]ΣV)→ τ([N]ΣV) (3.2.7)
shr([r]f([m]g(t1, ..., tn))) =
{
[r]f(t1, ..., tn) m = 1 ∧ g 6≡ group
[m] g(t1, ..., tn) otherwise
(3.2.8)
And finally we can define Vertical compression function. As usual a Web page is defined
as t = [r]f([m]g(t1, ..., tn)) ∈ τ([N]ΣV).
vrt :: τ([N]ΣV)→ τ([N]ΣV) (3.2.9)
vrt(t) =

t n=0
vrt(shr(t)) t listen the safe vertical condition
[r] f(vrt(t1), ..., vrt(tn)) otherwise
(3.2.10)
The vertical compression definition moves the inner more influential nodes as higher as
possible in the document tree.
As a last thing we show the example of vertical compression. The Figure 3.6 shows the
input tree a and the tree after compression b. The output structure 3.6(b) illustrates a
moving of more influential nodes.
3.2.3 Connection of Vertical and Horizontal Compression
In the previous chapters we introduced horizontal and vertical compressions that are used
in our implementation. The use of these compressions has to follow rules that produce right
results.
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text
col
group
row
text
[2]col
rowcol
row
[2]text
group
group
text
col
group
text
[2]colcol
[2]text
group
a) b)
Figure 3.6: Example of the vertical compression
The compression has to be applied repeatedly where the vertical compression has a
higher priority. So, the horizontal compression is second in the order. As a part of the
compression is a removing of empty nodes (branches). This process is applied while no
change comes.
compress :: τ([N]ΣV)→ τ([N]ΣV) (3.2.11)
compress(f) = hrz(vrt(t)) (3.2.12)
The algorithm of compression follows [1] as was mentioned in the beginning.
3.3 Document Comparison
It is the most important part of this thesis. It presents a new approach for the comparison
based on visual features. The comparison algorithm does not follow any known method.
Some inspiration comes from the suffix array method that is presented in Chapter 2.3.4.
This proposed method expects the preprocessing parts that are translation and compression.
Both of them were already presented in the previous chapters.
In the beginning we should set up some notions for the future description. The document
comparison always has two documents where the first one will be called source and the
second one query. The naming of documents is useful just for the algorithm description.
The comparison process has two main parts. First one can be called Computation of
path similarity and the second one Searching of the best matching score. Computation
of path similarity calculates the matching score of every query path with every source
path. Detail information will be presented in the subsequent text. The results of the path
similarity computation are used for searching of the best path matching. It tries to search
the highest score between source paths and query paths where every path has to have just
one matching occurrence.
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The comparison algorithm works on the path level. The path is defined as a sequence
of nodes from the leaf node to the root node.
Data structures of paths are shown in Figure 3.7. Each variable has a prefix either
s (source) or q (query). It identifies a type of document use. We can see that the path
structure of the source document is more complex than a path structure in the query
document. This reason has a close connection to the used method of path similarity com-
putation. Path of the query structure stores the ordered list of node names. Path of the
source structure stores node names and the additional information about node position in
the path. Node names stored in the data structures contain a prefix of repetition number.
Before the description of comparison parts we have to define a rule. The source docu-
ment has to have either more or equal paths than the query document. The detail reason
is presented in the searching of the best matching score.
var qList = List of qpath
var qpath = List of String
var sList = List of spath
var spath = List of node
var node = array(name: String, position: List of Integer)
Figure 3.7: Variables
Computation of path similarity. The example of path description can be found in
Figure 3.8. There is one source path and two query paths. The example compares each
query path with a source path. Each query path has to be converted into source path order.
The correct output order is be presented by increasing numbers. Otherwise there must be
counted the number of mistakes and it is used for the path similarity computation.
Query path 2 [3]group [2]group text
Query path 1 text[3]group[2]group
Source path text[2]text[3]group[2]group
Order 1. 2. 3. 4.
Figure 3.8: Example of paths
The following Figure 3.9 shows data representation of source path that is presented in
Figure 3.8.
In Figure 3.8 the length of query paths is smaller than the source path. The different
numbers of nodes in the paths are not a big problem for comparison. The algorithm works
with a variable length of paths. The output order is based on the node name position in
the source path. Every order has to be checked. You can find the example of order results
in Figure 3.10. In Figure 3.10(a) we can see the correctly increasing numbers but Figure
3.10(b) contains an order mistake.
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var sList = {
{name: 2group, position: {1} },
{name: 3group, position: {2} },
{name: 2text, position: {3} },
{name: 1text, position: {4} }
}
Figure 3.9: Stored paths of source structure
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2group, 3group, text
412
3group, 2group, text
a) b)
Figure 3.10: Node names of query path that are specified by positional numbers of source
path
The algorithm of path similarity counting is in Algorithm 1. Each path of the query
document tries to find the most similar path from the source document.
The highest similarity score is always stored in the source path structure. The similarity
score has a range from zero to one. The matching score is accepted if the similarity value is
greater or equal to MIN SIMILARITY . More detail information about the path to path
comparison is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1 Function of path similarity counting
1: function Float countSimilarity (List of String: qPath)
2: order = array of Integer
3: quantity = new hashmap<String, Integer>
4: while qPath.hasNext() do
5: position = 0
6: nodeName = qPath.next()
7: position = hasNodeName(nodeName, getNodeQuantity(quantity, nodeName) )
8: incrementQuantity(quantity, nodeName)
9: if position > 0 then
10: order.add(position)
11: end if
12: end while
13: wrong = checkOrder(order)
14: matched = order.size() - wrong
15: similarity = matched / MAX(qPath.size(), sPath.size())
16: if similarity > global.bestSimilarity then
17: global.bestSimilarity = similarity
18: end if
19: return similarity
20: end function
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Algorithm 1 contains some auxiliary variables and functions. The quantity variable
monitors the numbers of used node names during comparison. It cares about cases where
the node name has two and more occurrences. The incrementQuantity method (function)
increments the number of node name occurrence in the mentioned quantity variable. The
other interesting method is hasNodeName. It tries to find a node name of query path in the
source path structure. And this method returns a position in the source path. It returns
zero when a node name is not found. All nonzero positions are stored in the variable order.
Finally the order of positions is checked as was mentioned before.
The number of matched nodes is calculated from the length of order list that is reduced
by number of mistakes. Then the path similarity is counted as:
similarity =
matched
max(qPath.size(), sPath.size())
(3.3.1)
where matched denotes the number of correctly matched nodes. Function max chooses
the greater length from qPath and sPath.
The algorithm of path to path comparison is presented in Algorithm 2. It is a core of
path similarity calculation.
Algorithm 2 Comparing of paths
1: similArray = new List<Float>()
2: matchMap = new HashMap<String, List<Matched>>();
3: for qList as qpath do
4: nbiggest = 0
5: Lbiggest = null
6: for sList as spath do
7: nsimilar = spath.countSimilarity(qpath)
8: if nsimilar > nbiggest then
9: nbiggest = nsimilar
10: Lbiggest = new List<sPath>()
11: Lbiggest.add(spath)
12: else if nbiggest==nsimilar and nbiggest>0.0 then
13: Lbiggest.add(spath)
14: end if
15: end for
16: if Lbiggest!=null and nbiggest ≥ MIN SIMILARITY then
17: similArray.add(nbiggest)
18: List<Matched> l = matchMap.get( nbiggest )
19: if l == null then
20: matchMap.put(nbiggest, l=new List<Matched>())
21: end if
22: l.add(new Matched(qact, Lbiggest))
23: end if
24: end for
We can see that each path of query document is compared with each path of source
document. This comparison has a quadratic complexity.
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Algorithm 2 has some auxiliary variables and functions too. The similArray variable
stores a list of matching scores that are greater than minimal path similarity. It is unsorted
because it is not necessary. These values are keys for a matchMap variable. In fact,
similArray is a multi set because one value can have many occurrences. For instance
similArray = {1.0, 0.9, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, ...etc.}. For a future work the values (keys) are obtained
by getMax function that returns the greatest value of the set. More information is in
Algorithm 3.
The nbiggest variable has a value of the highest path similarity and Lbiggest variable is
a list of the matched paths for the nbiggest matching score.
The matchMap variable stores the best matched paths in Matched structure. It is a
hash map where the hashing key is a matching score. Thus, one matching score contains a
list of the corresponding matched paths. Details of matchMap data structure are in 3.11.
var matchMap = hashmap<matchingScore, List<Matched> >
var Matched = array(query: qPath, source: List<sPath>)
Figure 3.11: MatchMap example
MIN SIMILARITY is an important constant variable. It sets the threshold for the path
similarity. Also we can see a countSimilarity method. It was presented in Algorithm 1.
Searching of the best matching score. The searching of the best matching score for
the minimal path similarity is not easy. It is computationally difficult. Some algorithm can
be found in [16]. It expects a matrix that has the same number of rows and columns.
Thus, we decided to try the own approach. As was mentioned in the beginning of this
chapter we have to define one rule. We learnt that the source document must be represented
by document that has the higher number of paths. It has a binding to the used matching
method.
All important data used for calculation of the best matching score are in similArray
and matchMap. In Figure 3 we can see the algorithm that cares about the best matching
calculation. It uses idea where all matching scores are ordered. For this purpose we are
using getMax function that returns the maximal value of the similArray. Thus we get an
order sequence of keys for mapMatch. This implementation does not solve the sequence of
Matched structures for the specific matching score (hashing key).
In Algorithm 3 we can see the main WHILE loop that runs until the empty list of
matching scores. Also there is a nested WHILE loop that helps with the non-existing
source paths. Due to duplicities and false matching we are removing the instances of paths
that are used. Every path is removed from the own path list. Thus every path has to be
checked for the existence.If the condition is satisfied there is counted the totalSimilarity that
is based on the mentioned keys (matching score). More details can be found in Algorithm
3.
The final matching value (score) is defined as:
FinalSimilarity =
totalSimilarity
max(qTotal, sTotal)
(3.3.2)
where totalSimilarity denotes the sum of all scores of matched paths. Function max
chooses the greater value from the lengths of paths.
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Algorithm 3 Best matching algorithm
1: totalSimilarity = 0
2: sTotal = sList.size()
3: qTotal = qList.size()
{Computation of path similarity (Algorithm 2)}
4: while similArray.size()>0 do
5: actMax = similArray.getMax()
6: lm = matchMap.get( obj );
7: actMatch = lm.get(0);
8: spAct = null;
9: spActIt = actMatch.source.iterator();
10: while spActIt.hasNext() do
11: spAct = spActIt.next()
12: if sp.contains(spAct) then
13: break
14: end if
15: end while
16: if sp.contains(actsp) and qp.contains(actMatch.query) then
17: nalezeno += actMax.floatValue()
18: sp.remove(spAct)
19: qp.remove(actMatch.query)
20: lm.remove(actMatch)
21: end if
22: similArray.remove(actMax);
23: end while
24: finalSimilarity = totalSimilarity / max( sTotal, qTotal )
The complexity of comparison approach is consisted of two parts. First one is concerned
to path to path matching and searching the best similarity matching. The other one takes
care about node matching. The first part was introduced in Algorithm 2 and also in
Algorithm 3. There is necessary to have one FOR loop with a nested FOR loop for the path
to path comparison. This type of approach gives a quadratic complexity. This complexity
follows the idea where one document has N paths and the other one also has N paths. In
the worst case it has to do N times N comparisons. Afterwards there is a searching of the
best matching score. It has one WHILE loop that gives and constant complexity. Thus
the complexity of this part is O(KN2)
The second part of the complexity analysis is based on Algorithm 1. Node matching
contains only one WHILE loop. Moreover, it uses a hashing function. This part has a
constant time executing. Final complexity of used comparison method is:
O(KN2) (3.3.3)
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Chapter 4
Implementation
In order to verify the proposal method we developed an application. This application gives
real results that check the theoretical base presented in Chapter 3. It has been written in
Java. This language was mainly chosen for its portability.
4.1 Logical view
The developed application can be divided into several logical blocks. The following text
presents all blocks with the additional information about the implementation.
Document loading - DOM. The application is able to compare two documents that
are either files or URLs.
This block covers a parsing problem. The input document should be loaded in a univer-
sal representation for a future manipulation. Document object model (DOM) is the best
way for this type of document representation because it has useful methods for postprocess-
ing. The document parsing is done by existing parser because the development of parser
could be tricky. There must be resolved a lot of parsing problems to get a valid model
representation.
We chose the external HTML parser library [15]. Nowadays it looks like the best parser
for the Web pages because it is continuously developed and it supports new standards like
HTML 5. The mentioned loading work is mainly done in the class LeadComparison.
Deleting of non-visual tags. The source code of Web page contains a lot of additional
information that does not have any visual influence. For instance, there are tags like
HEAD, SCRIPT, etc. These tags complicate the structural model. Due to the following
translation phase we remove these tags from this model. The tags are also removed with
all substructures. Unused class ensures the removing of non-visual tags.
Document translation. This phase works with a model that was modified in the previ-
ous phase. Translation rules are defined according to rules from Chapter 3.1. Translation
creates a new model based on the defined alphabet ΣV. Each element contains an attribute
multi. It refers to the number of tag repetition. This number is always greater than zero.
It is important in the compression phase. It sets the default value during translation. The
value is one as one tag occurrence. Translation mechanism is implemented in Translation
class.
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Vertical and horizontal compression. The compression has two parts – vertical and
horizontal. The methods are regularly applied until there is no change detected. The
compression algorithm is executed by Compression class. It defines the order and exact
use of compression algorithms. It is necessary to combine them in the loop because one
compression approach may create the conditions for the second one. For instance, the
vertical compression can shrink the tags/elements and afterwards some structures can be
usable for the horizontal compression.
The vertical compression is executed in the VerticalCompression class. It has higher
priority than horizontal compression. The method shrinks those chains of tags that do
not have any visual influence to the visual structure. The value of multi attribute is set
according to defined rules. In fact, this compression is always applied until no change is
indicated. Subsequently the horizontal compression starts its algorithm.
The horizontal compression is implemented in the HorizontalCompression class. It
searches the similar structures and afterwards it packs them together. The value of multi
attribute follows the specific algorithm that is presented in Chapter 3.2.1.
The output of compression has a DOM structure like the input.
Creating an abstract structure. Due to used comparison algorithm the document
structure has to be stored in specific data structures. In order to simplify the explanation
process we use the expression source for the first data structure and the expression query
for the second data structure that enters to comparison process.
Also the implementation classes have the specific names. Source data structure has
MySourcePath class and query data structure is implemented in MyQueryPath class. Classes
are different because of the different data structures. However one thing is identical for both.
They store list of paths. The path is defined as a list of nodes (elements) from the root
node to the leaf node. Details of data structures were presented in Chapter 3.3. Query
data structure stores a path in the order list of node names (string). Source data structure
stores node names and their positions in the path.
Document comparison. The implementation of comparison is in MyCompare class.
This class works with data structures that were presented in the previous paragraph. Source
and Query data structures are the inputs of the comparison algorithm.
There is a loop that tries to find the best matching for paths from the query data struc-
ture with paths from the source data structure. The similarity computation of two paths
is implemented in MySourcePath class. The way of the comparison was presented in Algo-
rithm 2. The best matching score is comparing with the threshold (MIN SIMILARITY).
Due to this threshold we can set a limit for the successful path matching. Also this variable
gives the accuracy of matching. The range of this variable is from zero to one where zero
is nonsense. The value one denotes one hundred percent accuracy which means that the
paths are the same.
As was mentioned in Chapter 3.3 there must be found the best matching score after all
path matching calculation. Also there is used Matched structure for the matched couples.
The searching of the best matching was introduced in Chapter 3.3. The result of the
comparison phase is a number between zero and one where number one indicates one
hundred percent similarity for the minimal path matching (MIN SIMILARITY).
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4.2 Description of application
The developed application is in Figure 4.1. The figure contains numbers that help to
accurately describe the application. These numbers also denote the order of the user focus
where the number one is the first thing that user has to focus on.
Figure 4.1: Application
The following paragraphs have numbers that correspond with the numbers in Figure 4.1.
1. It is the first important part of this application. The user can set the type of documents
that enter into the comparison process. There are tabs that allow choosing either the local
files or URLs. The comparison algorithm works in the same way for both. Each input
document has a special naming in the comparison. The first document is always named as
source and the second one as query.
2. The path similarity value has an impact on the comparison algorithm. This is the
percentage that sets the limit of the successful matching for two paths. The range is from
1 to 100. The value one hundred expects the absolute node matching. We can say that the
paths are identical.
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3. The Compare button launches the comparison process. In Figure 4.1 the number
one refers to the input documents of the comparison. The selected tab sets the type of
documents and also the input documents. The number two in Figure 4.1 is connected to
the percentage matching of path nodes. Also we can see Clean button that clear all user
inputs.
4. Extra information gives the statistical values of the comparison process. There is
information for the both input documents. For instance, we can see details like compression
measure, number of input tags before compression, number of tags after compression, and
also the number of paths that enter into comparison process. The details of values are
described in Chapter 5. The information is shown after the comparison process as the
particular results of comparison.
5. This part of the application gives the results. There is shown the level of the compared
documents. The result has range from 0 to 1 where number one denotes the absolute
similarity (one hundred percent). The value is shown when the comparison process finishes
its work.
6. This number has a reference to tabs. These tabs are a part of results. There are four
tabs where two of them show the source codes of the input documents and two of them show
the compression results. Due to tabs we can try to map the old document representation
to the new one.
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Chapter 5
Experimental evaluation
This chapter brings a view to real results of the proposed method from Chapter 3. The
method implementation is introduced in Chapter 4.
All presented experiments were running on dual 2.26 GHz Centrino procesor, 2.6.35
kernel Linux workstation. The application was written in Java and running on OpenJDK
1.6.0 20 JVM.
The time results are always presented in the average values. Some tables describe
dependences between the compared couples of Web pages and the other parameters. Due
to a long URL addresses we decided to use just a simple expression that will describe the
comparison couple. The expressions and their URLs are presented in Appendix B.
There is an IDNES example that has a copies of documents stored in the file system
because its on-line content is a time-varying. Also there is an example of phishing attack
to Lloyds bank. Files of this example are stored in file system as well because the phishing
page was removed. The names of those files are in Appendix B.
In the following paragraphs we focus on the interesting results that we got during the
testing.
Compression. As was mentioned many times the comparison method uses the advan-
tage of document compression. In Table 5.1 we can see the power of compression. The
input of this compression phase is a translated document. Translation was introduced in
Chapter 3.1.
In Table 5.1 the first column contains the address of Web page. The second column
gives the number of tag couples (start tag and end tag) in the translated document and
finally the last column shows the number of tag couples after compression. This table also
shows that compression may reduce the input document more than three times. Thus it is
a strong argument for a compression use.
Web page No.tags (before compression) No.tags2 (after compression)
www.idnes.cz 1102 287
www.vutbr.cz 267 90
www.aktualne.cz 144 20
www.fit.vutbr.cz 219 18
Table 5.1: The numbers of tags (before and after compression)
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Of course, the compression depends on the source code. Therefore, the level of compres-
sion is individual for every document. For instance, we can see the Web page www.idnes.cz
where the compression reduces the highest number of tags.
Thus the compression significantly helps to postprocessing. The compression informa-
tion is also shown in the application. It points a number four in Figure 4.1. In this figure
the number of tags after translation corresponds to the number of tags before compression.
More information about execution time is presented in the specific paragraph.
Different values of minimal path matching. This part shows the dependencies of
resulting similarities on the minimal path matching variable. Results can be found in Table
5.2. The columns contain the percentage similarities. We can see that the best matching
scores are for the low values of minimal path matching. It follows the idea that the paths
are successfully matched when the path matching score is equal or greater than minimal
path matching value.
Table 5.2 contains some examples of compared Web page couples. We can see that values
are different for different couples of Web pages. Also as was mentioned before the minimal
path matching parameter is an individual value. However the reached results are not very
satisfactory. Now we can see that the proposed comparison method has to be modified.
The problem is in Algorithm 2. There is always searching the best path matching score for
every query path. One best matching score may occur a list of source paths. However the
less mathing scores are lost. And it is a problem that can improve the results.
The actual results are only calculated from the best path matching values. Due to this
approach the minimal path similarity variable does not affect the results too much. In the
future work there should be find another comparison method that will have higher accuracy.
Generally the results of a hundred percent can be identified as a part that is a document
core. Document core denotes a part that is identical in both documents.
The rest up to one is a document content that is different. The size of content part has
an influence on the final similarity. Thus it is necessary to think about this idea.
Web pages 25% 50% 75% 90% 100%
IDNES 0.8040541 0.8040541 0.8040541 0.7837838 0.7837838
FIT 0.9142857 0.9142857 0.9142857 0.8979592 0.8979592
FIT modules 0.7913043 0.7913043 0.73913044 0.73913044 0.73913044
VUT 0.7207792 0.7207792 0.7207792 0.6818182 0.6818182
Lloyds 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.54545456 0.54545456
WEBNODE 0.825926 0.825926 0.825926 0.5555556 0.5555556
Table 5.2: Table of document similarity for different values of minimal path matching
Comparison of pages. The comparison may be divided into two cases. The first one is a
document comparison that is concerned to documents from the same domain (similar Web
pages). And the second one is a comparison that works with documents from the different
domains. In Table 5.2 there are examples for both of them. The first four comparisons
(IDNES, FIT, FIT modules and VUT) are from the same domain. And the last two are
from the different domains.
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We can see that the Web pages from the same domain are more similar than from
different domains. The similarity matching scores indicate a good document similarity for
75% of the minimal path matching.
The last column in Table 5.2 shows a similarity that denotes the percentage part of
document core in the compared documents. In these examples we can see the differences
between documents from the same domain and from the different one.
Of course, we can find Web pages from the same domain with a low similarity if there
will be a big difference in the content part. However this problem can be solved with
weighted paths. The higher weight should be set for paths that build a document core.
The accuracy of this approach has to be higher. It can be an interesting suggestion for a
future research.
Measuring of execution time. This part of evaluation is concerned to execution time
of the proposed method phases. The results are presented in Table 5.3 where each value is
in mini seconds (ms). Also each result is calculated like an average value because we have
to think about the process planning of the operation system. The average value minimizes
this influence.
The following table contains the execution times. There is shown a time-consuming for
translation, compression and comparison part. We can detect the most time-consuming
parts with these results.
Thus we can see that the translation part consumes the longest time. This time depends
on the number of tags. We can easily guess the probable execution time when we know the
number of tags because it has a linear time of executing.
Afterwards the compression is the second most time consuming part. It would be the
most time consuming part of this proposed method if there is no translation.
Due to a preparation in the compression part the proposed comparison algorithm does
not consume so much time. Also the simple comparison algorithm helps with this.
The developed application does not work so fast like presented results because there are
extra functions that help to analyze the proposed method. The application invokes some
extra counting algorithms, printing functions, etc.
Web pages translation [ms] compression [ms] comparison [ms]
IDNES 37 21 9
FIT 25 21 6
FIT modules 18 12 5
VUT 10 6 2
Lloyds 6 5 3
WEBNODE 6 5 1.5
Table 5.3: Time executing of proposed method parts
Extra information. This is an extra part that gives an overview of the additional infor-
mation in the comparison process.
Table 5.4 contains rows of the interesting document properties that have an influence on
comparison. This extra information can be also used like a support for the reached results
of the previous testing.
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The first column contains types of monitored information. There are notes like S and
Q. It is a reference the established convention where S denotes a source document and Q
denotes a query document. The rows contain information about the numbers of tags after
translation, numbers of tags after compression and finally numbers of paths that enters into
comparison.
We can see that compression is really powerful. For instance, the tag reduction of IDNES
source document is about five times (from 448 tags to 87tags). It is also the evidence of
redundant tags that are a part of the original document.
Also numbers of paths can give a view to the comparison complexity.
IDNES FIT FIT m. VUT Lloyds WEBNODE
tags after transl. (S) 448 453 316 122 137 57
tags after transl. (Q) 419 410 335 160 173 74
tags after comp. (S) 87 93 83 38 24 19
tags after comp. (Q) 72 94 91 49 31 21
paths (S) 37 49 43 16 9 8
paths (Q) 30 49 46 22 11 9
Table 5.4: Table of extra information from comparison examples
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and future work
The thesis introduced the possible approaches of Web page similarity detection where the
main part focused on visual feature comparison. Besides, methods were presented that use
this type of document similarity detection.
We learnt that this field of research is mainly concerned with the document structure
data. The proposed comparison method also follows this basic idea. This approach is
completely based on the source code. Due to effective processing we had to solve a problem
with the number of processed elements. Eventually it was solved by compression that is
presented in [1].
Also, we had to solve problems with document data representation that was usable
for the comparison algorithm. Everything related to the proposed method is described in
Chapter 3.
Finally the proposed algorithm was tested on the real documents. The results of these
experiments are presented in Chapter 5., together with the problems related to the proposed
comparison approach. We learnt that the proposed comparison algorithm has to be modified
for the accuracy results. The problem is described in Chapter 5.
Generally, there are many influences of the comparison of documents based on visual
features but some of them are more important than others. Thus the pressure of comparison
has to be concentrated to the right parameters.
One of these problems is the minimal matching score of comparing paths. We have to
think of a matching toleration. The minimal path matching parameter can be set differently
for different couples of documents. The right matching has an individual value for each
couple of documents. Thus the matching parameter has to have a compromise value. The
influence of this parameter is shown in Chapter 5 containing the evaluation. This can
also be set in the developed application. The range of this parameter is from one to one
hundred. One hundred expects absolute path matching. Zero cannot be set because it
makes no sense.
The experiments have shown that the data of structural information are not good enough
for accurate comparisons, however, this seems to be a good direction for future work.
The proposed approach is missing the visual information like colours, block sizes, font
families, etc.
The proposed method extended by these attributes will give more accurate results. Such
results will also respect human visual perception, because it is necessary to know the visual
characteristics.
Thus the new representation model has to contain this information. Furthermore, the
used comparison method has to reflect these visual parameters. Theoretically, it could be
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sufficient to extend the existing comparison approach. However it requires and absolutely
different approach.
The new comparison method should use some kind of clustering where the similar paths
of the document are stored into the same cluster. The advantage of cluster use is that the
whole set of paths is split into small sets of paths. Clustering significantly speeds up the
comparison process, because the number of comparisons is reduced.
Naturally, there have to be defined the rules for the algorithm of clustering. These rules
may reflect parameters like block size, path similarity, etc.
Due to a need for additional attributes, we have to find the way to get these attributes
into the document source code. The standardized source code does not contain this infor-
mation. Such information is usually stored in the cascading style sheets (CSS) files. Thus
a preprocessing part is necessary, which prepares the required information.
The obtaining of the attribute elements could be done by the existing open source
project called CSSBox [3]. It has a function which is able to prepare a document that
contains the required information.
Further research can also be done about solving the problem of priority path. We have
to realize that some parts of the document are more important than the others. In this
case, we are talking about detection of page pattern. Generally one Web portal contains
many similar Web pages. The only differences are in the content part. From this point of
view, the content part is less important than general page information.
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Appendix A
CD content
1. The application source codes in the Eclipse project
2. An executable jar file
3. The electronic version of this thesis
4. Program documentation
5. HTML files of specific Web pages
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Appendix B
Web pages
[IDNES]
file: idnes1.html
http://zpravy.idnes.cz/peking-zpytuje-svedomi-poprve-priznal-problemy-nejvetsi-
prehrady-sveta-1q6-/zahranicni.asp?c=A110519 142139 zahranicni stf
file: idnes2.html
http://zpravy.idnes.cz/nove-vedeni-vv-je-temer-kompletni-driv-nez-se-vubec-
zacalo-volit-pw6-/domaci.asp?c=A110519 151837 domaci kop
[FIT]
http://www.fit.vutbr.cz/units/UPGM/staff/
http://www.fit.vutbr.cz/units/UIFS/staff/
[FIT modules]
http://www.fit.vutbr.cz/study/course-l.php?id=8260
http://www.fit.vutbr.cz/study/course-l.php?id=8248
[VUT]
https://www.vutbr.cz/zivot-na-vut/lidske-zdroje
https://www.vutbr.cz/zivot-na-vut/fakta-o-vut
[WEBNODE]
http://profitbetting.webnode.cz
http://primani.webnode.cz/
[Lloyds]
file: lloyds-orig.html
file: lloyds-phish.html
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